september 25-30, 2019

6 DAYS OF SACRED MUSIC, YOGA, WORKSHOPS, AND INTENSIVES

ROADRUNNER DUNES
4733 DESERT KNOLL AVE, TWENTYNINE PALMS, CA 92277

WELCOME TO BHAKTI FEST 2019
What a whirlwind it has been for Bhakti Fest this year! Through the changes and
challenges, our team has worked diligently to create a sacred space and bring
together our conscious heart centered community for the 11th annual Bhakti
Fest. Here we are...so excited to gather in our new home at Roadrunner Dunes in
the City of 29 Palms, we hope you will love the new space and all the expanded
offerings it allows us.
At Bhakti Fest we join together in sacred space, to expand our consciousness
and be transformed. There are so many offerings to immerse yourself in, from
workshops to uplift your mind, body and spirit, to two stages featuring Kirtan
and sacred music, and a huge array of yoga classes for every level. Plus sound
healings, transformational bodywork and our incredible Kidsland. The Mantra
Dome is returning where you can get up close and personal with your favorite
artists. Don’t miss your chance to learn the ins and outs of playing Kirtan at
Kirtan School, sponsored by Old Delhi. There is truly something for everyone
from the most experienced seeker to those just beginning their journey.
Bhakti Fest is a time to let go of all that no longer serves us. You’re invited to
leave the busy world behind and open your hearts and minds. Make sure to take
care of yourself. Drink plenty of water, (available filtered at the Ener-C Vibrant
Water Shrine). Use sunscreen liberally and cover up with a hat or scarf. Enjoy
a wide array of delicious vegetarian/vegan fare in our Food Court. Take care of
Mother Earth and be mindful of trash bins, recycling, and personal waste. Please
keep electronics use to a minimum. Take time to just sit among the trees and
reflect, or join in enlightened conversation with your community.
Thanks to the Roadrunner Dunes and their staff, all of the artists, teachers and
presenters, our sponsors and vendors, and the Bhakti Fest staff. Gratitude to all
of you for coming together and contributing to the magic of the festival. We
could not do it without you.
In loving service,
The Bhakti Fest Staff
COME EMPTY, LEAVE FULL. COME FULL, LEAVE EMPTY.

LIVING AS A COMMUNITY
DID YOU KNOW that the desert is actually an incredibly fragile ecosystem?
Crazy, right! Many people do not know this, as the desert gives off a tough, sharp
exterior. One of our main goals during Bhakti Fest is to leave our space in the desert
better than we found it, and help to protect its vast beauty!
Please help us maintain the sanctity of Bhakti Fest by ensuring the safety and
integrity of all. Read carefully and honor the following regulations and principles.
Thank you for your mindfulness and cooperation day and night and for respecting
the land of Roadrunner Dunes. We’re so blessed and grateful to have found this
beautiful space, and let’s all do our part to leave it better than we found it.

IN AND OUT POLICY
Wristbands will be issued upon arrival.
Anybody with a valid wristband can come
and go during festival hours. Campers (with
camping wristbands) can go to and from their
camping area all day and night. However, after
arrival, RVs and campsites cannot be moved.
NO DRUGS, ALCOHOL, OR SMOKING
This is an alcohol-free, cigarette-free, and
drug-free event. You will be asked to leave
the Festival if you are found to be engaging
in these activities.
NO PETS
Animals of any kind are not allowed anywhere
on-site (including in parked cars, tents, or
campground). If you bring an animal on the
property you will be asked to leave. Service
animals are the ONLY exception and you will
need to provide documentation and a receive
a special festival pass. Service animals are not
permitted in yoga or workshop halls.
NO FIRES
Open flames, including fires and candles,
are not permitted. Please respect our desert
environment.
OTHER ITEMS NOT PERMITTED
No weapons of any kind. No fireworks. No
indoor furniture. No bicycles, scooters, or
personal motorized vehicles will be permitted
into the festival grounds. Note: You will be able
to park your bicycle or scooter at any festival

entrance. Please note that Bhakti Fest is not
responsible for your bike/scooter and that you
will not be able to move your bike/scooter
unless you are leaving the festival grounds. For
safety reasons, any form of transportation that
would carry you faster than a walking pace is
not allowed. This applies in all areas: camping,
parking, and the festival area.
LOST AND FOUND
Located at Bhakti Fest Headquarters. After
noon on Monday, all remaining items will be
donated to charity.
BLANKETS AND CHAIRS
Blankets and chairs may be left at the Stage
areas as long as you agree to allow others
to use them when you are not present. If
you leave unattended chairs at the main
stage, expect people to use them until you
return. We encourage you to share space in
the open-hearted and generous spirit of the
festival. Any items left Sunday night will be
moved to Lost and Found.
PHOTOGRAPHY/VIDEO POLICY
Photography is allowed for personal use.
Commercial video or photography is not
allowed without advance approval. Only
professional media personnel with approved
media passes may film or photograph our
performers. Please respect people’s privacy.
By entering the event you are granting
permission for your name and likeness to be
photographed and video taped.

LIVING AS A COMMUNITY
Be considerate of your neighbors—no late
night noise, music, or drum circles. Please
extend this courtesy to the early morning
hours in the campground and residential
areas. Quiet hours in the campground are
from 10pm-7am.

EMERGENCIES AND FIRST-AID
If the situation may be life-threatening, call
911 immediately, then contact Security. The
First Aid Station is located across from
the Food Court entrance next to HQ and is
staffed for the duration of the festival.

ENER-C VIBRANT WATER STATIONS
Free filtered water will be available at the
Ener-C hydration stations, located next
to the music bowl entrance and in the
campground. Make sure to pick up a pack
of Ener-C to add to your water for extra
hydration.

BHAKTI FEST INFO BOOTH
The Bhakti Fest Info Booth is located near
the Festival entrance. Stop here to check for
any schedule changes or Ride-Share sign up.
If you need anything or have any concerns,
please talk to us. Bhakti Fest staff will be onsite throughout the festival. Look for a person
wearing a staff badge or check with Security.

BHAKTI FEST HEADQUARTERS
THUR FRI SAT 7AM–9PM,
SUN 7AM–6PM

SECURITY Please report anything that seems
contrary to the spirit of Bhakti Fest to Security
or the Bhakti Fest Info Booth.

Please ensure that your valuables are safe. Center for Spiritual Studies, Inc. and Bhakti Fest
will not be held responsible for missing items. Thank you. Enjoy. Have fun. Sing. Dance.
Practice. Play. Be happy!

EXPERIENCES NOT TO MISS
OPENING FIRE CEREMONY
NORTH STAGE
THURSDAY 8:00-10:00am
Vishwajeet, will perform an ancient Vedic fire
ritual known as Agni Hotra to help set intentions
and energy for Bhakti Fest 2019. As we chant
sacred Sanskrit mantras and make offerings of
special herbs and ghee to the fire, we will release
obstacles that hold us back and clear the way for
positive energy to flow into our lives.
HANUMAN CHALISA
WORKSHOP HALL 1
FRIDAY-SUNDAY 8:00-9:00am with Nina Rao
Every morning dive into the sacred and mystic
practice of using the Hanuman Chalisa as not
just a devotional practice but also as a way to
unlock the heart’s true potential.
ARTi PUJA CEREMONY with ANNAPURNA
NORTH STAGE FRIDAY-SUNDAY 9:30AM
SOUTH STAGE FRIDAY-SUNDAY 10AM
At Aarti we join together in the spirit of
profound love, humility and gratitude to be
immersed in the unconditional grace of God.
KIRTAN SCHOOL
SPONSORED BY OLD DELHI MUSIC
THURSDAY-SUNDAY
A unique and blessed learning journey, these
2-hour classes will expand your knowledge
of how to use instruments and chanting for a
deeper Bhav experience. Three sessions per day
lead by your favorite artists. Make sure to enter
to win a Harmonium from Old Delhi Music.
SOUND TEMPLE
THURSDAY-SUNDAY 7:30pm-1am
Join us nightly in this sacred space and
be transported on a deep healing journey.
Experience the amazing vibrations created by
gongs, crystal bowls, and so much more.
KIDS LAND
Bhakti kids and families explore, learn and
grow through yoga, art, ‘play’ shops, singalongs, puppet shows and more! Daily activities
scheduled. *Please remember this is not for
child drop off, but a family participation space.
RAW REVELATIONS TONIC BAR & LOUNGE
FOOD COURT
Make sure to recharge and nourish in their
roomy lounge! Enjoy frosty shakes, ice
cream and hot tonics chock full of herbs and
superfoods to keep you thriving.

THE BHAKTI SHOPPE
FOOD COURT
THURSDAY-SUNDAY 10am-10pm
Stop by to get your Bhakti Fest merchandise.
Make sure to check out our fair-trade clothes,
jewelry, essential oils, mala beads, saris, crafts,
books, bags, deities, and so much more from our
pilgrimages throughout India - and an exciting
new shipment just arrived from THAILAND.
AIReal Yoga™
Founded and created by professional cirque
performer and acclaimed yogi Carmen Curtis.
Uses a looped hammock to allow deeper stretch,
correct alignment, safe inversions, and refinement
of postures. See schedule for a list of daily classes.
AQUARIAN SADHANA
YOGA HALL 2 THURSDAY-SUNDAY 4-6:15am
For a really unique and nurturing experience, join
Dr. Haridass Kaur and special guests. Experience
the predawn meditative experience of Kundalini
Yoga and chanting in a cozy group consciousness.
KEITH’S CACAO LOUNGE & WORKSHOP
Make sure to stop by Keith’s Cacao Lounge to
enjoy their amazing pure Cacao offerings and
ceremonies. Don’t miss their Cacao Ceremony
Workshop with Founder & Cacao Shaman,
Keith, on Saturday at 3:00pm in Workshop
Hall 2. Participate in other Cacao Workshops
throughout the Festival with Jaya Lakshmi
& Anand, Maggie Taurick, Premi Mandali and
Dawn Cartwright.
HYLUNIA SPA LOUNGE
NORTH STAGE
Refresh & enjoy complimentary mini spa
services from Hylunia Wellness including;
wellness consultations, Dosha Body Typing,
10 minute neck/back chair massages,
Virtual Guided Relaxation Meditations, skin
consultation and more.
BETTER BOOCH BAR
Come hang out at the Better Booch Kombucha
Lounge and enjoy their amazing organic, healthy,
delicious, probiotic, premium kombucha tea
made in small batches in Los Angeles.
TASPEN LOUNGE
NORTH STAGE
Stop by their booth located at the entrance to
the North Stage to try their amazing line of CBD
and other health and wellness products and to
receive your FREE CBD product ($25 value).

CHAI LOUNGE
SOUTH STAGE
THURSDAY-SUNDAY 10am-10pm
Sip delicious Chai Tea in this delightful
atmosphere. All proceeds are donated to
Food for Life Vrindavan, India. FFLV service
includes free meal distribution, cleaning and
tree planting, paper recycling, organic farming,
and a sewing and embroidery centre that
encourages self-sufficiency for village women.
Visit www.fflv.org to learn more.
LUMEN LOUNGE
FOOD COURT
Lumen offers cold-press juicing of the entire
hemp plant to create an amazing new superfood ingredient that will revitalize your Bhakti
experience. Whether you’re looking for a
wellness boost for your morning yoga sessions,
a refreshing Lumenade at mocktail hour, or
just a place to cool off, this is the place to be.
Plus don’t miss the full schedule of fun events
happening daily.
ANU ALCHEMY
NORTH STAGE
Anu Alchemy’s products will be available for
sampling and purchasing. They offer Ormus
collected in Navapashanam water, Siddha
Medicines and Spirit Totem Essences. In addition
to Healing sessions and Tarot card readings.

WE LOVINGLY
DEDICATE
BHAKTI FEST 2019
TO OUR BELOVED
FRIEND & TEACHER
SHYAMDAS

SPIRITUAL HUMANITARIAN AWARD
PRESENTED TO JAY SHETTY
NORTH STAGE SAT 6:30-7PM
Don’t miss the opportunity to catch web
series host and motivational speaker, Jay
Shetty speak live, followed by a very special
moment when he is presented with the annual
Bhakti Fest Spiritual Humanitarian Award by
Radhanath Swami.
POST- INTENSIVE
with DAWN CARTWRIGHT
SPONSORED BY KEITH’S CACAO
MONDAY
The Fire That Pierces The Heart Master Class
Join Dawn Cartwright and guest musicians
Jaya Lakshmi and Ananda Yogiji for a Bhakti
Fest Post-Intensive and Cacao Ceremony that
will change your relationship to sex and love
forever. Singles and couples welcome.
SUNCHASER SUP
THURS, 4PM DEMO CLASS
FRI SAT SUN 8AM, 10AM, and 5PM, LAKE
SunChaser SUP located on the sand at West
Briarfield Drive. SunChaser SUP is a paddle
and yoga company. They offer daily SUP yoga
and fitness classes around San Diego. They
thrive on creating an experience our students
will remember.

MEET
KEITH

THE CHOCOLATE SHAMAN

SATURDAY CEREMONY

SATURDAY
CEREMONY
3:30PM at Workshop
Hall 2

Mind Body Detox Retreats
Beyond Panchakarma
www.hyluniawellnessmdspa.com

HARMONIUMS,

TABLAS, SITARS,
AND much MORE

visit us online at

olddelhimusic.com
312-869-9092•olddelhimusic@gmail.com

TONIC BAR + LOUNGE
HOT ELIXERS

FROSTY SHAKES

VEGAN SOFT SERVE + GF CONES
RRSUPERFOODS.COM

3PM WORKSHOP HALL 2
Join Keith for a cup of Ceremonial
Join Keith for a cup of Ceremonial
Cacao at the Keith’s Cacao Tent
Cacao at the Keith’s Cacao Tent
(main
stage) and
experience
how
and experience
how
Keith’s Cacao
Keith’s
Cacao
your mood,
elevates
your elevates
mood, connects
you
to your
and makes
connects
youheart
to your
heart and
everything more FUN!
makes everything more FUN!
www.keithscacao.com

ARTISTS
AMRITAKRIPA
Amritakripa has been practicing devotional
music for over 25 years. With their roots in the
earth of traditional bhajans, Amritakripa and
her band create a fusion of rhythm and prayer
that invites you to dance and dissolve.
ANANDA DEVI & SHIVA DAS
Ananda Devi & Shiva Das lead kirtan and yoga
together in Santa Fe, New Mexico. As Bhakti
Yogis, their devotion to the divine and each
other shines through their music. Their blend
of traditional bhajans and modern melodies will
lead you straight to your heart.
ARJUN BABA
Arjun Baba shares the traditions of Kirtan/
Bhajan, and Sufi Ghazal/Qawwali devotional
music in the west and worldwide.
NEW BRAJ THEATRE
New Braj Theatre is a group of actors, dancers
and musicians who from a young age have
been immersed in vedic culture and philosophy.
With its origins in a rural spiritual community
at the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains,
New Braj Theatre seeks to share the moods of
the bhakti yoga culture through the medium of
theatric performances.
CHAD WILKINS
Mystic Minstrel - heart-opening cosmic roots
music - awakening, enlivening and prayerful
songs of love and devotion
DEVADAS
Devadas is a kirtaniya, composer and artist
hailing from Brooklyn, New York. A devotee
of Mata Amritanandamayi, he leads kirtans
throughout the world and has recorded a wide
variety of acclaimed CDs, including 3 Prayers,
Radio Nada, and Brooklyn Mellows.
DJ DREZ
DJ Drez is a sound pioneer. With an ear for
cutting edge sonic ambiance, a finger on the
pulse of music that makes bodies move, and the
vision and skill to obliterate genre and boundary
with his own trademark sound and production,
Drez has skyrocketed to international acclaim
from the dancehall to the yoga shala.
FANNA-FI-ALLAH SUFI QAWWALI
Traditional Sufi music is a powerful celebration
of the Beloved. The wisdom and vibrancy of

Sufi culture is profoundly heard and felt in thier
10 albums and recent documentary “Music
of the Mystics”, and their soul-stirring live
performance.
FANTUZZI
Drumming circles, sweet ballads, kirtan
gatherings, spiritual and uplifting music that
moves people in many ways. Party music of
the most energetic order: Latin, Afro’ beats,
Reggae, Salsa—all accompanied by eclectic
accomplished musicians who gather to the call
that is Fantuzzi.

MIKE LOVE

GAURA VANI
At the age of six Gaura Vani left the US to study
sacred music in a gurukula or temple school in
the Vrindavan, India. He learned ancient prayers
in Sanskrit and Bengali and to sing and play
instruments like the harmonium and mrdanga.
Over 30 years later he continues to share the
magic he received and performs extensively
throughout the world, on every continent.

JAI UTTAL

SHANTALA

GINA SALA
Gina Salá began Indian classical singing
and mantra in her childhood ashram years.
With warmth and devotion, and a repertoire
spanning 23 languages, she leads India tours
and international retreats.
GIRISH
Girish is an accomplished musician of many genres
and a former monk infused in spiritual practice. He
is a wordsmith linking lyrics and rhythm in a blissful
musical event, singing traditional Sanskrit mantras
with a modern, funky, yet deeply devotional twist.
Accompanied by his amazing band, you’re invited
to sing along, chant, and dance!

JENS JARVIE

MC YOGI

GOVIND DAS & RADHA
Founders of Bhakti Yoga Shala in Santa Monica,
this husband and wife lead kirtan, bhakti
workshops, and transformational retreats
throughout the world. Govind Das & Radha
have uniquely melded ancient Indian mantras
with heart-opening melodies, playing traditional
Indian instruments.
THE HANUMAN PROJECT
The Hanuman Project is a collection of Bhakti
Yogis based in the Maha Devi Ashram, Lake
Atitlan, Guatemala. Their mission is to share the
heart-opening flow of grace in a deep, euphoric
and ecstatic fashion.
GOVIND DAS & RADHA

GINA SALA

ARTISTS
JAI UTTAL
Jai Uttal, a Grammy nominated sacred
music composer, recording artist, multiinstrumentalist, and ecstatic vocalist, combines
influences from India with influences from
American rock and jazz, creating a stimulating
and exotic multi-cultural fusion that is truly
world spirit music. Jai has been leading kirtans
around the world for more than 30 years,
creating a safe environment for people to open
their hearts and voices.

MIKEY PAUKER

GAURA VANI

JAYA LAKSHMI & ANANDA
Jaya Lakshmi and Ananda create a sonic force
field of healing as their voices intertwine.
Brimming with bhakti, their music touches the
hearts of many.

LARISA STOW

JENS JARVIE
Jens Jarvie is a passionate musician whose
lyrics reflect heart-opening devotion for life on
the spiritual path. His songs invoke healing and
transformation and will take you on a journey of
depth and transcendence.
JIM BECKWITH
Jim Beckwith teams up with international jazz
outfit Native Vibe to create music of passion,
appealing to folks who like their pop with a
world-beat flavor and relish Afro-Cuban beats,
blasting ecstatic horns and introspective lyrics.

GIRISH

CHAD WILKINS

THE KIRTANIYAS

JOSS JAFFE
Joss Jaffe’s music is rooted in his desire to unite
people through spirit, love, joy, community and
consciousness. Joss brings international artists
from different cultures and languages into a
nexus where new music is discovered.
JOHANNA BEEKMAN
Johanna is a critically acclaimed multi-genre
recording artist, loved for her soulful voice, her
radiant spirit, and her inspiring songs and chants that
tap deep into the collective soul. She is the creator of
Lullaby Yoga and the founder of Shakti United.
KAMINI NATARAJAN
Kamini is a traditional Kirtan and Indian Classical
singer and teacher. She combines elements of
Ragas with Kirtans to enhance and go deeper
into Nada-Yoga.
KALAKAR
With roots in multiple spiritual and musical
lineages, and diverse musicality, Kalakar brings

unprecedented depth, refinement, and innovation
to the sacred art and practice of kirtan.
KAVITA KAT MACMILLAN
Kavita Kat Macmillan (Open Heart Kirtan) is a
kirtan artist & yoga instructor who apecializes in
nada (sound) yoga. Kavita is known for her deep
heartfelt music with strong vocals, Indian-inspired
instrumentation and rich harmonies.
KRISHNA’S KIRTAN
Krishna’s Kirtan is a devotional music group based
in Southern California.They bring a joyful love and
devotion to the music. Don’t miss singing with
Krishna’s Kirtan. The group consists of Jason
Rotman, Ari Marsh, Bahman Sarram, and TJ Moss.
KIRTANIYAS
Cymbals clash and punctuate a rhythm.
Drums begin to throb and thunder. That’s The
Kirtaniyas: four energetic, multi-talented artists
who each come from a rich, colorful background.
LARISA STOW
Larisa Stow was born to wake, shake and create
a vibration-raising revolution in her lifetime. She
is the lead singer and driving force of Larisa
Stow and Shakti Tribe.
MASOOD
Masood Ali Khan offers a unique musical
performance and voice that inspires a meditative
experience with his mesmerizing combination of
the ‘Hang’ (drum), hand pans and sacred mantras.
MADHU PURA DASA
Mādhurī Pūra Dāsa (Madhu) After living in a
monastery for almost 5 years and recently
graduating, he now takes the sacred knowledge
of Bhakti yoga and shares it around the globe.
MC YOGI
MC Yogi specializes in a mystical fusion of styles.
After a life-changing meditation session with an
Indian spiritual leader, he immersed in the studies
of yoga, devotional chanting, and philosophy,
but never lost his love for reggae, electronica,
dancehall, dub, and hip-hop.
MICHAEL HATHAWAY
Michael Hathaway is a kirtan artist, leading
kirtan events and singing for yoga classes in the
L.A. area.

ARTISTS
MIKE COHEN AND THE SHAKTI GROOVE
Kirtan Leader, Mike Cohen, trains hundreds of
aspiring and current Kirtan Leaders each year.
His music blends Eastern mantra + Western
grooves in an intoxicating manner. Yoga Chicago
Magazine called him “inspiring, addictive and
highly-chantable”.
MIKE LOVE
With a foundation rooted in the spirituality and
message-based music of Reggae and Rastafari,
he blends the sounds of progressive and classic
rock, pop, R & B, soul, blues, flamenco, jazz and
so much more. Healing is at the core of his music.
MIKEY PAUKER
Mikey Pauker is a folk/world artist from Berkeley,
California. His new album, ASCENSION, is an
invitation to listen to the call of our inner wilderness
and to greet our darkness with understanding and
an open heart. Listeners are elevated with catchy
melodies and reggae/rock beats.
NINA RAO
Nina Rao learned traditional chants (bhajans)
from her grandfather in a village in south India
when she was nine years old. The chants quietly
stayed with her until she rediscovered chanting
with Krishna Das in New York in 1996.
PREMA MANDALI
Prema Mandali, meaning Mandala of Divine
Love, is a sisterhood of kirtan wallis who invoke
sweet, strong Shakti. The bliss mandala ripples
through shared, supported leadership, where all
members take turns leading and supporting one
another.
PREMA HARA
Kamaniya and Keshavacharya spent many
years living in ashrams, searching for the
Divine through devotional service and singing.
They have dedicated their lives to touring
internationally sharing their love of kirtan.
PORANGUI
As a live looping artist and one-man orchestra
Poranguí
weaves
ancestral
songs
and
indigenous rhythms from around the globe.
ROB AND MELISSA
Husband and wife devoted to celebrating
the divine. Their music has been described as
“heart-opening bliss,” “joyful medicine,” and
“love and devotion materialized.”

JOIN US IN HONORING
SAMUEL J
Samuel J, is an innovative singer-songwriter,
producer, and conservationist from Cornwall
(south UK). His unique soul touching voice,
gracious melodies and deeply moving lyrics are
in-captivating hearts around the world. Samuel’s
incredible love and respect for all people and
the importance of nature is a thread that shines
through in his music.
SAUL DAVID RAYE
A soulful, moving, ecstatic experience that dives
deep into the heart. Combining ancient mantras,
soulful grooves, eastern and western instruments
and heart wisdom, atma kirtan invokes an
experience of raw and ecstatic connection to life.
SITA DEVI DASI
Soulful Kirtan of the Holy Name. Uplifting
and spiritually enlightening. Hare Krishna
mahamantra in different ragas or tunes.
SITA DEVI
Sita Devi is a yogini, kirtan artist and ecstatic
dance facilitator in service to the divine. She
holds a BFA in dance from the University
of California Santa Barbara, and performed
professionally with Method Dance and Ledges
and Bones Dance Project in Los Angeles.

Jay Shetty
with our 2019 annual
SPIRITUAL HUMANITARIAN
AWARD
Saturday North Stage
presented by
Radhanath Swami
5:30pm Jay Shetty Shares
6:30pm Award Presentation

SHARANAM
Long-time yoga Practitioner, and leader of
meditation. He has been involved with yogic
practice and philosophy since 1973. A long-time
musician playing and singing Indian style music,
self-accompanied on the Electric Dulcimer.
SHANTALA
Benjy and Heather Wertheimer lead kirtan
worldwide as the duo, Shantala, with soulstirring vocals, sacred lyrics, and exotic
instrumentation,
weaving
Benjy’s
Indian
classical singing with Heather’s soaring vocals.
VISVAMBHAR SHETH & FRIENDS
Vish is an internationally recognized kirtan-singer
and inspirational speaker. He began leading kirtan
when he was five years old, and is a master of the
Mridanga drum. Vish is the lead singer of the The
Mayapuris. He is also a performer and recording
artist with World-beat ensemble, The Hanumen.
Vish is a multi-instrumentalist, playing guitar,
harmonium, bansuri flute, sitar, cajon, and bass. In
this capacity, he accompanies other kirtan singer,
like kirtan pioneer Jai Uttal or Gaura Vani.

SEPT 26-29

BHAKTI KIDSLAND

SOUND ARTISTS
SHANE CHUNEPHISAL
Shane is a California-based Master Sound
Alchemist residing in Santa Barbara, CA.
He regularly holds workshops, instructional
classes, and ceremonies to share his musical
gifts using the crystal gemstone singing bowls,
gongs, and many more instruments.
AVATARA LEVINE
Ava has been facilitating yoga, meditation,
sensory/sound therapeutics, and the mystic arts
for over 10 years. She uses crystal bowls, tuning
forks, essential oils, gems, and intention coaching.
LYNDA ARNOLD
Lynda Arnold is a certified Sound Healer,
Musician, Composer and seasoned Performer
on a life long mission to provide a gateway for
people to reduce stress, transform consciousness
and heal through sound and meditation.
SANTOSH & ANGEL
Cosmic 432hz acoustic soundscapes are
created through an intuitive stream of
consciousness process using Quartz Crystal
Singing Bowls, Tibetan Bowls, Planetary Gongs,
Shamanic Drums, Angelic singing of the divine
Shakti mantras, and other magical instruments.
GUY DOUGLAS
Guy believes in the eastern philosophy of music
that helps clear dormant pathways to open
the heart. He’s the creator of The Breathwork
Sound Bath, The Gong Chair, Gong Flow Yoga
and The Holistic Chamber of Sound.
GONGSTER (LISA LIPPINCOTT)
Channeling vibration and frequency from multidimensional realms, she uses 6+ gongs; the sound
healing way. Relax, reset, feel, be and belong.
ERIC SEDOROVITZ
Eric creates a deeply meditative, dynamic journey
of sound that marries both ancient and modern
sound healing practices for a vibrationally
uplifting experience that brings the listener into
an effortless state of peace, bliss, and gratitude.
SHAKTI MAYUMI
Shakti Mayumi creates a sacred sound journey
using her voice and healing instruments,
vocally channeling angelic tones, light

language and shamanic frequencies as we are
held in the loving support from our angels,
masters and guides.
DANIELLA WINDSONG
Daniella Windsong channels Spirit through the
modalities of Server of Sacred Sound, Song
Carrier from cultures worldwide, Women’s
Wisdom Web Weaver, Healing Energy Channel,
amongst many other paths.
ERIC ARJNA
Eric Ajna is a Sound Alchemist, Reiki Master
and Clairaudient Healer whose unique
approach to sound healing incorporates
attuned analog frequencies integrated with
contemporary instruments.
GISELLE ABADIE
Giselle is a certified Yoga teacher and certified
Sound practitioner, combining her experience
in Sound vibration, Kundalini Yoga, Hatha,
Ayurveda, Tantra, Chanting and Meditation.
MAGGIE TAURICK & DIANA EGIZI
Heart-nourishing devotional sound and
mantra, weaving a tapestry of prayer from
various cultural traditions with the threads
of unconditional love, presence, and
empowerment.
SARAH ELENOR
Sarah’s sound meditations marry the arts of
sound meditation, mindfulness, shamanic
clearing, poetry, mysticism, kundalini yoga,
and improvisational music using a variety
of ancient and modern healing instruments
played concert-style.
SHANNON MCINTEER
Shannon Mcinteer ((OmShantiSound)) is a
holistic health and wellness enthusiast with
a passion for healing on a physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual level.
SHELLY KREMER
Shelly Kremer has traveled the world to heal
and honor nature and humanity. She has a
master set of 10 alchemy crystal singing bowls
beautifully harmonized to balance and open
your chakras, activate your light body and give
you a deep sense of peace and harmony.

Bhakti kids and their families are invited to explore, learn and grow through yoga classes,
art, ‘play’ shops, sing-alongs, puppet shows and more in our expanded Kids Land
experience for the Bhakti Fest 11 Year Anniversary.

THURSDAY
10:00am Opening Ceremony
11:00am Creating of the Gratitude, Love and Kindess Box (Naraya Sita)
12:00pm One World Community with River Stones (Aya Sheevaya)
1:00pm Free to Be Me Expression Workshop (Carolina Grace and Friends)
2:00pm Peace Guardians
3:00pm We Win Together: The Coorperative Games Play Shop (Suzanne Lyons)
4:00pm One World, One Love: Sacred Poetry and Storytelling (John Smrtic)
5:00pm Good Luck Yogi: Meditation with The World’s First Inner Peace Hero

FRIDAY
10:00am
11:00am
12:00pm
1:00pm
2:00pm
3:00pm
4:00pm
5:00pm

I am Love Expression Workshop (Carolina)
Good Luck Yogi: Meditation with the World’s First Inner Peace Hero
Kyoshi and The Bhakti Puppets
Sing the World Awake (Karen Seva)
Peace Guardians
Wee Yogis
Parent and Child Connection (Maasha)
Drumming Dance Party (Fantuzzi)

SATURDAY
10:00am I am Kind Expression Workshop (Carolina)
11:00am Wee Yogis
12:00pm Good Luck Yogi: Meditation with The World’s First Inner Peace Hero
1:00pm Proud Source Sponsor: Making Musical Shakers
2:00pm Peace Guardians: Performance
3:00pm Sing the World Awake (Karen Seva)
4:00pm Kyoshi and The Bhakti Puppets
5:00pm Dance Party (DJ Maasha)

SUNDAY
10:00am
11:00am
12:00pm
1:00pm
2:00pm
3:00pm
4:00pm
5:00pm

Free to Be Me Expression Workshop (Carolina Grace and Friends)
Elemental Movement Journey (Kaiya Ashanti)
Good Luck Yogi: Meditation with The World’s First Inner Peace Hero
Sing the World Awake (Karen Seva)
Peace Guardians
Krishna Funskool (Sita Devi Dasi)
Hero’s Journey Tai Chi (Gallo)
Closing Ceremony: Creating of the Gratitude, Love and Kindess Box (Naraya Sita)

THURSDAY
NORTH STAGE

SOUTH STAGE

TASPEN/DRAGONFLY

ANU ALCHEMY

WORKSHOP HALL 1

WORKSHOP HALL 2

OPENING FIRE
HOMA CEREMONY
W/ VISH CHATTERJI
8-10am

PUJA W/ANNAPURNA
11-11:30am

MAS VIDAL MEDITATION
8-9am

LISA GNIADY
9-10:30am

OLEG FLOW
9:30-11am

DHARMA DEVI
11am-12:30pm

GOVIND DAS
& RADHA
11:30am-1pm

KALAKAR
12:30-2pm

CHAD WILKINS
2:30-4pm

MICHAEL HATHAWAY
12-1:15pm
ROB AND MELISSA
1:30-2:45pm

DAWN CARTWRIGHT
W/JAYA LAKSHMI
& ANANDA
11:30am-1pm

MADHU DAS
3-4:15pm
RADHANATH SWAMI
1:30-3pm

GAURA VANI
4:30-6pm

PAUL HEUSSENSTAMM
3:30-5pm

GIRISH
8-9:30pm

PORANGUI
8:30-10pm

THE HANUMAN PROJECT
10-11:30pm

MICHAEL BRIAN BAKER
5:30-7pm

MANTRA DOME

SOUND TEMPLE

KIRTAN SCHOOL

AT SOUND TEMPLE

MADHU DAS
10am-12pm

SHARANAM
9-11am

KAVITA KAT MACMILLAN
1-3pm

ANANDA DEVI/SHIVA DAS
1-2:30pm
CHAD WILKINS
3-4:30pm

SITA DEVI DASI
4-6pm

DAVID NICHTERN
3-4:30pm

JOSS JAFFE
4:30-6pm

FANTUZZI
6:30-8pm

OLD DELHI MUSIC

SITA DEVI DASI
1-2:30pm

JIM BECKWITH
4:45-6pm

GREG FRIEDMAN
5-6:30pm

YOGA HALL 1

YOGA HALL 2

GISELLE ABADIE
SACRED FEMININE
9-10pm
SANTOSH & ANGEL
432HZ HEALING
10:30-11:30pm
SHELLEY KRAMER
12-1am

DR. HARIDASS
KHALSA PHD
7-8:30am

DHARMA SHAKTI
10-11:30am

HA CHI
9-10:30am

DANA DAMARA
12-1:30pm
SAUL DAVID RAYE
1:30am-3pm

BRIAN CAMPBELL
3:30-5pm

YOON
11am-12:30pm

EMILY PERRY
2-3:30pm

KRISTIN OLSON
1-2:30pm

HEMALAYAA & DTO
4-5:30pm

MARK WHITWELL
5:30-7pm

MEN’S
SACRED SPACE

SRIDHAR
11am-12:30pm
MAGGIE TAURICK
SOUND HEALING & CACAO
7:30-8:30pm

YOGA HALL 3

TROY CASEY
1-2:30pm

ROB LUNDSGAARD
3-4:30pm

SACRED SONS
5-6:30pm

LEEZA
VILLAGOMEZ
3-4:30pm

WOMEN’S
SACRED SPACE
JOSIE KEYS
8-9:30am
ANAHITA KING
9:45-11am
ZOË KORS
11:15am-12:45pm
JOHANNA BEEKMAN
1-2:30pm
MONIKA NATARAJ
3-4:30pm

FRIDAY
NORTH STAGE

SOUTH STAGE

TASPEN/DRAGONFLY

ANU ALCHEMY

WORKSHOP HALL 1

WORKSHOP HALL 2

PUJA
W/ANNAPURNA
9:30-10am

PUJA
W/ANNAPURNA
10-10:30am

NINA RAO
HANUMAN CHALISA
8-9am

KAVITA KAT MACMILLAN
11am-12:15pm

SITA DEVI DASI
12-1:30pm

NINA RAO
12:30-2pm

JOHANNA BEEKMAN
2-3:30pm

SAMUEL J
2:15-3:45pm

PREMA HARA
4-5:30pm

MIKEY PAUKER
4-5:30pm

SAUL DAVID RAYE
6-7:30pm

AMRITAKRIPA
6-7:30pm

DJ DREZ
8-9:30pm

FANNA-FI-ALLAH
8-9:30pm

MIKE LOVE
10-11:30pm

OLD DELHI MUSIC

KIRTAN SCHOOL
MIKE COHEN
& THE SHAKTI GROOVE
10am-12pm

MANTRA DOME

AT SOUND TEMPLE
SHARANAM
9-11am
MADHU DAS
11:30am-1pm

FANTUZZI
1-3pm

GIRISH
4-6pm

JENS JARVIE
1:15-2:45pm

PORANGUI
9:30-11am

YOGA HALL 1

YOGA HALL 2

YOGA HALL 3

MAS VIDAL
MEDITATION
7-8:45am

DR. HARIDASS
KHALSA PHD
7:30-9am

KRISTIN OLSON
8-9:30am

OLEG FLOW
7-8:30am

DAVID NICHTERN
9-10:30am

PANDIT ACHALA
ARJUNA
9:30-11am

SRI DHARMA MITTRA
10-11:30am

JOHN SMRTIC
9-10:30am

GOVIND DAS
& RADHA
11:30am-1pm

JAYA LAKSHMI
& ANANDA
12-1:30pm

MELISSA GRISI
11am-12:30pm

RADHANATH SWAMI
11-12:30pm
DHARMA DEVI
11:30am-1pm

RAMANA
1:30-3pm

DAWN CARTWRIGHT
3:30-5pm

MICHAEL BRIAN BAKER
5:30-7pm

ZOË KORS
1-2:30pm
PANDIT ACHALA
ARJUNA
3-4:30pm
GREG FRIEDMAN
5-6:30pm

SAUL DAVID RAYE
1:30am-3pm
JAI DEV
3:30-5pm
MARK WHITWELL
5:30-7pm

MAS VIDAL
2-3:30pm

EMILY PERRY
4-5:30pm

MEN’S
SACRED SPACE

SOUND TEMPLE
GONGSTER
THE GONGSTER WAY
7:30-8:30pm
ERIC MATTHEW & RADIANT
GONG IMMERISONS
9-10pm

GAURA VANI
3-4:15pm

SHANE THUNDER 432HZ
SPIRIT METACINE SOUND
10:30-11:30pm

JOSS JAFFE
4:45-6pm

ERIC AJNA & SHAKTI MAYUMI
12-1am

MARK WHITWELL
11am-12:30pm

MARK DEVENPECK
& NEWTON
CAMPBELL
1-2:30pm
DANA DAMARA
3-4:30pm

WOMEN’S
SACRED SPACE
JOY LEVINE
7-7:45am
JOSIE KEYS
8-9:15am

JOHN SMRTIC
1-2:30pm

GREG FRIEDMAN
3-4:30pm

SACRED SONS
5-6:30pm

MONIKA NATARAJ
9:15-10:45am
GINA SALÁ
11am-12:30pm
LARISA STOW
1-2:30pm
SIANNA SHERMAN
3-4:30pm

SATURDAY
NORTH STAGE

SOUTH STAGE

PUJA
W/ANNAPURNA
9:30-10am

PUJA
W/ANNAPURNA
10-10:30am

KAMINI NATARAJAN
11am-12:15pm
SITA DEVI
12:30-2pm
ARJUN BABA
2-3:30pm
SHANTALA
4-5:30pm

PREMA MANDALI
12:00-1:30pm
DEVADAS
2-3:30pm
JAYA LAKSHMI & ANANDA
4-5:30pm

JAY SHETTY SHARES
5:30-6:30pm

LARISA STOW
6-7:30pm

SPIRITUAL HUMANITARIAN
AWARD
6:30-7pm

MC YOGI
10-11:30pm

OLD DELHI MUSIC

MIKE COHEN
& THE SHAKTI GROOVE
10am-12pm

MANTRA DOME

AT SOUND TEMPLE
SHARANAM
9-11am
KRISHNA’S KIRTAN
11:30am-1pm

GINA SALÁ
1-3pm

GAURA VANI
4-6pm

ANU ALCHEMY

WORKSHOP HALL 2

NINA RAO
HANUMAN CHALISA
8-9am

MAS VIDAL
MEDITATION
7-8:45am

RAMANA
9:30-11am

DR. MANOJ CHALAM
11:30am-1pm

RADHANATH SWAMI
1:30-3pm

MIRABAI DEVI
3:30-5pm

MICHAEL BRIAN BAKER
5:30-7pm

JAI UTTAL
7-10pm

KIRTAN SCHOOL

TASPEN/DRAGONFLY

WORKSHOP HALL 1

MASOOD
1:15-2:15pm

SOUND TEMPLE
AVATARA LEVINE
& LYNDA ARNOLD
7:30-8:30pm
SINESTHESIA W/SHANE
THUNDER & AVATARA LEVINE
9-10pm

JOHANNA BEEKMAN
2:30-3:45pm

GUY DOUGLAS
BREATHWORK SOUND BATH
10:30-11:30pm

DEVADAS
4-5:15pm

SHELLEY KRAMER
12-1am

ZAT BARAKA
9-10:30am

YOGA HALL 1

YOGA HALL 2

YOGA HALL 3

KIA MILLER
7:30-9am

MELISSA GRISI
8-9:30am

CHERYL SLADER
7-8:30am

SIANNA SHERMAN
& MASOOD
10-11:30am

DHARMA SHAKTI
9-10:30am

SRI DHARMA MITTRA
9:30-11am

JAI DEV
11-12:30pm

SAUL DAVID RAYE
11:30am-1pm

ZOË KORS
1-2:30pm

BRIAN CAMPBELL
1:30pm-3pm

MARTI NIKKO
& DJ DREZ
12-1:30pm

KEITH’S CACAO
3-4:30pm

MARK WHITWELL
3:30-5pm

SRI DHARMA MITTRA
2-3:30pm

PANDIT ACHALA ARJUNA
5:30-7pm

WORKSHOP
HALL 3
SAM GEPPI
9:30-11am

EOIN FINN
5:30-7pm

HA CHI
1-2:30pm
JOHN SMRTIC
3-4:30pm

HEMALAYAA & DTO
4-6pm

MEN’S
SACRED SPACE

GOVIND DAS
11am-12:30pm

WOMEN’S
SACRED SPACE
JOY LEVINE
7-7:45am
DANA DAMARA
8-9:15am

PREMA HARA
11:30am-1pm
SWAHA RON & TILSON
1:30-3pm

MAS VIDAL
11am-12:30pm

ZAT BARAKA
1-2:30pm

BIANCA AND MICHAEL
ALEXANDER
3:30-5pm

SAUL DAVID RAYE
3-4:30pm

JAYA LAKSHMI & ANANDA
CACAO CEREMONY
6pm-7pm

SACRED SONS
5-6:30pm

SYAMARANI
9:30-10:45am
DAWN CARTWRIGHT
11am-12:30pm
RADHA
1-2:30pm
CINTAMANI DEVI
3-4:30pm

SUNDAY
NORTH STAGE

SOUTH STAGE

PUJA
W/ANNAPURNA
9:30-10am

PUJA
W/ANNAPURNA
10-10:30am

ROB AND MELISSA
11am-12:15pm

DEVADAS
12:30-2pm

MIKE COHEN
& THE SHAKTI GROOVE
2:15-3:45pm

THE HANUMAN PROJECT
4-6pm

GINA SALÁ & DANIEL PAUL
6:30-8pm

OLD DELHI MUSIC

ANANDA DEVI & SHIVA DAS
12-1:15pm
NEW BRAJ THEATRE
W/THE KIRTANIYAS
1:30-2:15pm
JENS JARVIE
2:30-4pm
VISVAMBHAR SHETH
& FRIENDS
4:30-6pm
GOVIND DAS & RADHA
6:30-8pm
KIRTANIYAS
8:30-10pm
CLOSING CEREMONY
10-11pm

MANTRA DOME

KIRTAN SCHOOL

AT SOUND TEMPLE

SHANTALA
10am-12pm

SHARANAM
9-11am

GOVIND DAS & RADHA
1-3pm

MICHAEL HATHAWAY
11:15am-12:30pm
KRISHNA’S KIRTAN
1-2:15pm

KAMINI NATARAJAN
4-6pm

KALAKAR
2:30-3:45pm
JIM BECKWITH
4-5:30pm

TASPEN/DRAGONFLY

ANU ALCHEMY

WORKSHOP HALL 1

WORKSHOP HALL 2

NINA RAO
HANUMAN CHALISA
8-9am

MAS VIDAL
MEDITATION
7-8:45am

SYAMARANI
9:30-11am

DAWN CARTWRIGHT
11:30am-1:30pm

VISVAMBHAR SHETH
& FRIENDS
2-3:30pm

DR. LINGAM
3:45-5pm

MICHAEL BRIAN BAKER
5:30-7pm

SOUND TEMPLE

YOGA HALL 2

YOGA HALL 3

KIA MILLER
7:30-9am

HA CHI
8-9:30am

MONICA HEIM
7-8:30am

EOIN FINN
10-11:30am

CHERYL SLADER
9-10:30am

SIANNA SHERMAN
& MASOOD
12-1:30pm

SITA DEVI
11am-12:30pm

MC YOGI
9:30-11:30am

JAI DEV
9-10:30am
PREMA MANDALI
11am--12:30pm

SRI DHARMA
MITTRA
12-1:30pm

MAS VIDAL
1-2:30pm

SAUL DAVID RAYE
2-3:30pm

KAVITA KAT
MACMILLAN
3-4:30pm

GOVIND DAS &
RADHA
4-5:30pm

SITA DEVI DASI
5-6:30pm

JOHANNA
BEEKMAN
5:45-7pm

WORKSHOP
HALL 3
TROY CASEY
9:30-11am

SHANNON MCINTEER—
OM SHANTI SOUND
6-7pm

ANAHITA KING
11:30am-1pm

SHANE THUNDER - 432HZ
SPIRIT METACINE SOUND
MEDITATION
8-9pm

AREZU KAYWANFAR
1:30-3pm

ERIC MATTHEW & RADIANT GONG IMMERSIONS SOUND EXPLORATION
10-11pm

YOGA HALL 1

MAGGIE TAURICK CACAO
3:30-5pm

MELISSA GRISI
2-3:30pm

JAYA LAKSHMI
& ANANDA
4-5:30pm

MEN’S
SACRED SPACE

MAS VIDAL
11am-12:30pm

EMILY PERRY
1-2:30pm
MARK DEVENPECK
& NEWTON
CAMPBELL
3-4:30pm

WOMEN’S
SACRED SPACE
JOY LEVINE
7-7:45am
JOSIE KEYS
8-9:15am

TOMMY ROSEN
1-2:30pm

ZAT BARAKA
3-4:30pm

SACRED SONS
5-6:30pm

SITA DEVI DASI
9:30-11am
ZOË KORS
11:30am-1pm
MIRABAI DEVI
1:30-3pm
DHARMA DEVI
3:30-5pm

MAS VIDAL

MARK WHITWELL

YOGA
AIReal Yoga™ with Carmen Curtis
FRI SAT 7am 9am 5pm SUN 7am 9am
AIReal Yoga™ uses a looped hammock to allow
deeper stretch, correct alignment, safe inversions,
and refinement of postures. Defy gravity,
move freely, release fear, and float into deeper
personal wellness. Beneficial for beginners and
advanced students alike! Founded and created
by professional cirque performer and acclaimed
yogi Carmen Curtis.
BRIAN CAMPBELL
THU 3:30pm YOGA HALL 1
SAT 1:30pm YOGA HALL 1
Yoga Ceremony for Self-Healing
Activate your “inner healer” and learn to mend
the parts of your Body and Spirit that have been
injured or neglected.
CHERYL SLADER
SAT 7am YOGA HALL 3
SUN 9am YOGA HALL 3
Live Music Rockin Flow Yoga
A vinyasa flow class with detailed attention
to breath linked with movement. Gentle
healing hands-on adjustments may be made.
Aromatherapy relaxation will end class. All levels
and ages welcome and encouraged!
SRI DHARMA MITTRA
FRI 10-11:30am YOGA HALL 2
Dharma Yoga Master Class
An Asana-centric practice, intended to give
intermediate to advanced Yogis a chance to
explore core practices of Dharma Yoga and to
plant seeds for taking personal practice to the
next level. The session also includes short-form
Yoga Nidra, chanting of the main mantra, the
Om, and guided instruction regarding the main
breathing exercises. Learn from the best to help
take your yoga to the next level.
SAT 9:30am YOGA HALL 1
Maha Shakti For Psychic Energy
An expertly sequenced Dharma Yoga practice for
the body, mind, and soul, designed to exercise,
rejuvenate and energize the entire system.
Amazing postures to promote radiant health
will be practiced. Divine breath control will
gradually purify the nerves. During Meditation
in Shavasana, body and material sensation will
gradually disappear and even the mind will be
set into silence. Recommended for all.

SAT 2pm YOGA HALL 2
The Essence of Yoga and Yoga Nidra
A unique opportunity to learn about the essence
of yoga directly from a living yoga master. In
combination with Yoga Nidra, this makes for a
potent mixture. Dharma Yoga Nidra provides
instant, pure energy, and this energy is 100%
natural. Soon, you will go beyond ordinary
consciousness to where your thoughts become
powerful and creative. Regular practice will
allow you to tap into the boundless joy that is
already within.
SUN 12pm YOGA HALL 1
Charging Practice
The latest Asana-centric Dharma Yoga practice
sequenced by Sri Dharma Mittra. Stretch the
spine in all directions and release tensions and
impurities, so the process of purification that is
yoga can begin in earnest. Session will include
short-form Yoga Nidra, chanting of the Om and
carefully curated breathing exercises. Explore
traditional and less well-known techniques with a
teacher of deep experience with them all.

SIANNA SHERMAN

DHARMA MITTRA

MC YOGI
AND AMANDA
EMILY
PERRY

DANA DAMARA
THU 12pm YOGA HALL 2
Radical Self-Care: Yoga, Breath, Essential Oils
This class is all about radical self-care. Take charge
of your health today. Learn how essential oils are
used on and off the mat to boost immunity, help
manage weight and regulate emotions. Combine
oils with a yoga practice. Asana practice + lecture
included.
FRI 3pm YOGA HALL 3
Chakra Dive - Energetic Anatomy
Learn about subtle energy anatomy. Yoga is
energy medicine, the body moves with breath,
dissolving dis-ease of the body and neurosis of
the mind. The goal is to enable energetic shifts to
create true healing. Seeing beyond the physical
form and into the energy field. Asana practice +
lecture included.
DHARMA SHAKTI
THU 10am YOGA HALL 2
SAT 9am YOGA HALL 3
Awakening Shakti: Vinyasa Yoga
Dharma leads an empowering vinyasa-based
class that will awaken & empower your inner
strength, your Shakti. With a spiritually based &
soul connecting teaching style, Dharma brings
KIA MILLER

EOIN FINN

HA CHI

YOGA
her many skills to create MUCH MORE than just a
physical asana class, providing you a deep sense
of awareness of your inherent greatness that is
naturally ingrained within you, anchoring you in
your SPIRIT SELF, your true self.
EMILY PERRY
THU 2pm YOGA HALL 2
Wild at Heart: Shakti Soul Flow
Explore the energy of the goddess & the divine
within in this soulful practice. Find your ground
and expand from the center: together we’ll
release the hips and heal the Heart. Expect
innovative sequencing, chanting, mudra, and
soulful expansion.

JOHN SMRTIC

JAYA LAKSHMII & ANANDA

FRI 4pm YOGA HALL 2
Rise Up: Soulful Bhakti Flow
It’s time to RISE: to heal our planet, and our
hearts. From a place of gratitude align with your
true north and your purpose as you deepen the
connection within. Uncover the possibility as
we twist it out and rise together in love. Expect
innovative sequencing, chanting, mudra, and
soulful expansion.
SUN 1pm YOGA HALL 3
Let Love Rule: Soulful Bhakti Flow
Love is our true nature: deepen your heart
connection as you root in love & possibility.
Soulful Bhakti vinyasa will carry you into the cave
of the heart so you can align with love. Expect
innovative sequencing, chanting, mudra, and
soulful expansion.

DANA DAMARA

DJ DRES &
MARTI NIKKO

JAI DEV SINGH

KRISTIN OLSON

EOIN FINN
SAT 5:30pm YOGA HALL 1
Open Heart, Open Hips
(intermediate and advanced)
It’s time to get super deep with our hip openers.
This means we will take some time to break down
the basics of hip function, the muscles we are
targeting and the potential risk and alignment
strategies so we can choose the appropriate level
without harming ourselves.
SUN 10am YOGA HALL 2
The Skill of Chill
Be ready for a deep soulful slow flow yoga class
and an incredible meditation experience that is
nothing short of paradigm-shifting. We want to
share the tools and techniques of how to be more
present and feel the profound connection to our
bodies, our community and nature.

GOVIND DAS & RADHA
THU 11:30am YOGA HALL 1
Gratitude and Grace: Bhakti Vinyasa
Bhakti is the yoga of gratitude, grace and devotion.
Govind Das guides yogis through vinyasa yoga as
a body prayer; each sequence becomes a gratitude
offering for the gift of life. Combine devotional
asana sequences with bhava and mantra - opening
to divine grace. Live music and kirtan by Radha.
FRI 11:30pm YOGA HALL 1
Jai Ma Shakti Vinyasa
Come join Govind Das for a juicy and soulful
Vinyasa practice with live Kirtan by Radha. We will
flow, sing, dance and celebrate the Grace of the
Divine Mother! Jai Ma!
SUN 4pm YOGA HALL 1
Mindful and Kindful: Lunar Flow, Yin Restorative
In this “Lunar” style and deeply calming yoga, a
shanti-bhav or “peaceful mood” will support us in
a sweet vinyasa flow, long holds and restorative
poses that release stories, traumas and emotions,
a true letting go.
HaChi
THU 9am YOGA HALL 3
SAT 1pm YOGA HALL 3
SUN 8am YOGA HALL 2
Jivamukti Yoga - Hot, Hip & Holi
Jivamukti is grounded in the principles of Love,
Spirituality, and Activism. A dynamic practice
adhering to 5 central tenets: Ahimsa, Bhakti,
Nada, Dhyana & Shastra. Through a vigorous
intelligent vinyasa, eclectic music and yoga
philosophy we experience liberation while living!
DR. HARIDASS KHALSA PhD
THU 7am YOGA HALL 3
FRI 7:30am YOGA HALL 1
Removing Anger to Create Neural Patterns
of Happiness
Deep-seated anger and avoidance create
numbness so that we are missing out on the finer
things in life. Awaken the subtlety of your Soul.
Join me for 90 minutes of pure bliss after some
active breathing, movement, and meditation.
HEMALAYAA + DTO
THU 4pm YOGA HALL 2
Transformational Movement EXPERIENCE
Experience yoga, dance, and live music together
for vibrational up-leveling, optimal health, and
spiritual connection with yogi musician and

YOGA
music producer DTO of Buddha Music Group and
internationally-renowned yoga teacher, dancer,
entertainer and soul-inspirer Hemalayaa!
SAT 4pm YOGA HALL 2
The Goddess within Every Woman
A journey of remembering and returning home.
The Goddess is an aspect of us that is beautiful,
fierce, sensual, intuitive, powerful and wise. She
is there through our best moments, radiating
brightly like the sun. But too often there are
moments of great self-doubt and self-judgment
when the inner critic takes over and disconnects
us from our true essence. Your true essence is
a force of nature, a power-woman, and a bold,
sensual ALIVE woman - let’s bring her out to play!
JAI DEV SINGH
FRI 3:30pm YOGA HALL 1
Arousing The Heart Center
A Kundalini Yoga Experience; At the base of
the spine resides great power. At the top of
the crown is a profound awareness. Yet, it is in
the center of the chest where the power of the
human and the magic of the heavens unite. At
the nucleus of every being, and in the center
of all creation is the force of supreme love, of
unbiased compassion.
JAYA LAKSHMI AND ANANDA
FRI 12pm YOGA HALL 2
SUN 4pm YOGA HALL 2
From Shakti to Bhakti
Kundalini Yoga and Meditation
Join Jaya Lakshmi and Ananda for a journey
into the healing sound current and technology
of Kundalini Yoga. Renowned for their heart
moving live musical performances, this duo
offers a transformational Kundalini Yoga and
Meditation class. Tap into your inner power
(Shakti), transform it into Bhakti (devotion and
heart connection). Come ready to move energy,
breathe, dance, shake and sing!
JOHANNA BEEKMAN
SUN 5:45pm YOGA HALL 1
Lullaby Yoga ™
Lullaby Yoga, created by Johanna Beekman, RYT
500, is a unique blend of restorative and yin yoga
with heart-opening live music. Her classes focus
on deep relaxation and healing using principles
from therapeutic yoga, yoga nidra, bhakti yoga
and nada (sound) yoga.		

JOHN SMRTIC
FRI 9am YOGA HALL 3
EQUAL VISION
To truly see from the Heart, we begin to see with
real eyes. It is with this soul vision, awakened
sacred consciousness, that we can begin to
manifest collective unity in the most dazzling
diversity. Utilizing Krishna’s Bhagavad Gita
teaching to Arjuna that an enlightened being
sees with sama darshinah, or equal vision, an
adventurous and invigorating vinyasa-based
practice, with an always groovin’ playlist. It will
be our springboard to explore going beyond
outer form and impositions of value on sacred
beingness based on commoditization and
perceived utility. By daring to lift the veil on the
cultural and egoic myth of ‘how it is,’ we begin to
see to the heart of the matter where the Beloved
resides in all.
SAT 3pm YOGA HALL 3
RE-MEMBERING THE TRIBE
Calling all Earth guardians, modern mystics,
writers of the new mythology and divine
dreamers dancing unity into manifestation – the
time is now. The Great Remembering is upon us
and the call of sacred community and awakening
consciousness is here. Come! Let us gather and
celebrate life and what is truly possible in love
and spirit with an inspiring and specially selected
playlist, chanting, meditation and a strong
vinyasa-based practice. “All that we do now must
be done in a sacred manner and in celebration.
We are the ones we’ve been waiting for.”
KIA MILLER
SAT 7:30am YOGA HALL 1
Luminous Heart
There is a luminous presence within each and every
one of us, waiting to be ignited into a flame that
can inspire and heal. This is our destiny as yogis, as
healers, as seekers. As we build a heart-centered
consciousness we can approach true prosperity
and abundance. The more we open the more
we can attract. Awaken your inner power and
presence so you can increase your capacity to be a
torchbearer of light.
SUN 7:30am YOGA HALL 1
Living in the Vibration of Sat Nam
One key to accessing vitality and increasing joy lies
in purification of the chakras. Each chakra represents
an aspect of consciousness, a perspective, and
certain modes of behavior. Our effort as yogis is to

awaken, open, strengthen and balance the chakras
to allow a free flow of creative energy through our
body. Awaken a deeper connection to your Soul.
KRISTIN OLSON
THU 1pm YOGA HALL 3
FRI 8am YOGA HALL 2
Mix the powerful Shakti Fest energies, the
sweetness of the honey bee’s honey, the saucy
humor and you find Kristin! Practice the art of
inward connection, befriend your healing body,
invite alertness & strength. Partner in joyful
CommUnity for Balance, Readiness, Steadiness,
Surrender, Radiance.
LEEZA VILLAGOMEZ
THU 3pm YOGA HALL 3
Vinjapa
Join Leeza for her spirituality charged, interactively
fun heart centered classes. Leeza offers the new
or experienced Yogi a balanced approach to
traditional Hatha Yoga fused with chanting and
live music (TBA), creating a personalized practice
that helps you step into your most authentic self.
WARNING: Dancing Occurs.
MAS VIDAL
FRI 2pm YOGA HALL 2
SAT 11pm YOGA HALL 3
Dynamic integral yoga that merges Hatha
and Raja systems to create a transcendental
experience.
MELISSA GRISI
FRI 11am YOGA HALL 3
SAT 8am YOGA HALL 2
SUN 2pm YOGA HALL 2
Yoga for Warriors
Yoga for active-duty military and veterans.
A gentle yoga class to “rest and restore” from
daily and cumulative stressors.
MARK WHITWELL
THU 5:30pm YOGA HALL 1
FRI 5:30pm YOGA HALL 1
SAT 3:30pm YOGA HALL 1
With profound passion the principles of
yoga are clarified and ancient wisdom made
completely relevant to modern life. Student
of Tiramalai Krishnamacharya, Mark has
taught internationally for over 30 years and
contributed to TKV Desikachar’s “The Heart of
Yoga.” His own books include “Yoga of Heart”
and “The Promise.”

MARK DEVENPECK & NEWTON CAMPBELL
FRI 1pm YOGA HALL 3
SUN 3pm YOGA HALL 3
Energizing Yin /Discovering Dharma
The energy locked up or stagnated in our bodies
are shifted through the various, sequential Asanas.
Discover your own yoga.
MARTI NIKKO AND DJ DREZ
SAT 12pm YOGA HALL 2
Explorers of Infinity
Set yourself free. Moving into grace with intention
and celebration. Let’s bring our spirits together
and expand our borders with our voice and heart
creating connections that will serve through
infinity. Enjoy the community as we practice in
devotion with each other. Come exactly as you
are. No experience necessary. This workshop
will include asana, mantra, discussion and some
beautiful dope music.
MONICA HEIM
SUN 7am YOGA HALL 3
Yoga and Self-Acceptance
In this class, we will practice self-acceptance:
body, mind & soul. By changing our perception
of our faults or limitations from one of resistance
to open-hearted acceptance, we are able to free
ourselves from unnecessary suffering. If we
choose to bow in gratitude to our short-comings,
we may find the lessons they teach us to lead to
wisdom and joy.
MC YOGI
SUN 9:30am YOGA HALL 1
Super Yogi Blast Off
Be inspired, uplifted and fully activated in this
fun, joy-filled yoga and music experience with
renowned artist, teacher and Spiritual Graffiti
author MC YOGI. Set to an awesome soundtrack
of hip-hop, electronic and dance music, this is the
one you’ve been waiting for! Be ready to move,
breath, fly and leap into this super-powered
awesome yoga activation!
OLEG FLOW
THU 9:30am YOGA HALL 1
Gymnastics Yoga Flow
Gymnastics has lots of beautiful tools , but it
is very important the way they are applied!
Combined with yoga they can significantly
empower your personal practice, your flexibility,
mobility, and even your body posture! If you
are trying to improve your handstand practice,

YOGA
gymnastic yoga flow will nourish and prepare
your body for the best handstand possible by
becoming the best conditioning training!
FRI 7:00am YOGA HALL 3
Handstand Clinic
The reason it’s called the handstand clinic is the
handstand practice if done correctly can be very
beneficial for your body overall. When you start
this class you will find your body’s strong and
weak sides! This class is the doctor that will give
you the diagnostics of your body, the imbalance,
and the recipes on how to fix them. At the point
you get to the handstand itself it will become
much more than a handstand. It will turn your
world upside down in every possible way!
PANDIT ACHALA ARJUNA
FRI 9:30am YOGA HALL 1
Hatha Yoga Vidya: Body as the Temple of the Self
SAUL DAVID RAYE
THU 1:30pm YOGA HALL 1
Evolutionary Heart
The Heart is the center of our being and the
seat of evolving consciousness. Activate Heartfullness and resilience with a healing flow of
movement, breath, chanting and meditation.
FRI 1:30pm YOGA HALL 1
Soul & Soma
Healing Soma based practice focusing on
awakening the body’s inner intelligence, fluidity
and intuition.
SAT 11:30am Yoga Hall 1
EARTH PRAYER:
Earth Centered Yoga for Healing
The yoga tradition has long held a tradition
of connection of reverence for Mother Earth.
This class includes earth wisdom teachings and
practices, tantric asana, breathwork, meditation
and chanting. There is no transformation of the
earth without you. You are the transformation.
SUN 2pm YOGA HALL 1
Prana Shakti
A full spectrum practice cultivating the power of
healing breath and our connection to the field
around us.

SIANNA SHERMAN
SAT 10am YOGA HALL 2
Rasa Yoga - Chakra of Compassion: Backbends,
Pranayama & Chanting
Love is the Source and Love is the Force! Awaken
your heart of compassion in this bhakti flow of
backbends, pranayama, and chanting. Learn
a skillful sequence to full wheel pose, Urdhva
Dhanurasana, and creative variations of deeper
backbends. With proper alignment, backbends
help to heal the body, clear the mind and open
the lungs to breathe more deeply. This is a
progressive sequence of standing poses with
symmetrical and asymmetrical backbends +
functional anatomy to recalibrate your body and
align with the divine.
SUN 12pm YOGA HALL 2
Rasa Yoga - Transform Poison into Nectar:
Deep Hips & Emotional Intimacy
Yoga is a path of embrace. All parts of the self are
welcomed home through the practices of yoga.
Explore the asana of hips, twists, and forward folds
with mantra and emotional intelligence. Sianna
will guide you on an alchemical journey through
the hips with the embrace of your emotions. You
will learn the 9 emotional gateways of the yoga
tradition, called rasas, and how to work with
emotions for transformation. Rasa Yoga is a bhakti
fusion of asana, mantra, mudra, myth, pranayama,
meditation, functional anatomy, Tantric yoga
philosophy, shadow work, and soul alchemy.
SITA DEVI
SUN 11am YOGA HALL 3
Bhakti Yin Flow
SUNCHASER SUP
FRI SAT SUN 8am 10am 5pm ON THE LAKE
SunChaser SUP located on the sand at West
Briarfield Drive. SunChaser SUP is a paddle and
yoga company. They offer daily SUP yoga and
fitness classes around San Diego. They thrive on
creating an experience our students will remember.
YOON
THURS 11am YOGA HALL 3
Yoon Yoga Flow
Through Hatha Vinyasa Flow, the theme of this
class is opening the Heart and Hip, making
flexible Body and Soul. This is going to be our
journey, feeling the inner peace, spreading the
energy for love.
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ANAHITA KING
THU 9:45am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Ayurveda and the Moon Cycle
Yoni self-care; after sex tips, three classic
categories of PMS imbalances, the cycle’s
relationship to menopause, and the role of the
body, mind and soul down there. Come away
with kind and gentle therapies for your sacred
feminine self.
SUN 11:30am WORKSHOP HALL 3
Feel your stress unwind with joyful Ayurveda
practices. Balance your nervous system to slow
aging, increase your natural glow and radiate
vitality. With Ayurveda, the sister science
of yoga, learn simple tips for restful sleep,
breathing practices for mental clarity and
Marma (vital energy points located over joints
and organs) to soothe and pacify the body,
mind and spirit.
AREZU KAYWANFAR
SUN 1:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 3
Brain Booster Workshop
Join Arezu, a Kundalini teacher and brain
longevity specialist, as she will teach you
about the 4 pillars of brain health. Show you
the research and brain scans done on the
meditation, proven to reverse memory loss as
well as depression and anti-aging. Lastly, to
lead you through some kundalini kriyas and
guide you through the meditation.
BIANCA & MICHAEL ALEXANDER
SAT3:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 3
Conscious Living: Practicing The Eightfold Path
of Yoga
Integrate Patanjali’s sacred Yoga Sutra philosophy
off the mat and into the real world. Taught by
Michael & Bianca Alexander - kriya yogis & hosts
of Conscious Living TV - this workshop will help
you apply the sacred teachings of yoga to every
aspect of your life.
CINTAMANI DEVI
SAT 3pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Water Flow: A River of Emotional Purification
We will learn how to bring balance to our
emotions as women through Ayurveda.
Recognize the relationship between micro
and macro-cosmos, the elements and our
lives, to have a full and healthy existence in
this world.

DAWN CARTWRIGHT
THU 11:30am WORKSHOP HALL 1
The Elements of Pleasure: Rose Petal
Cacao Ceremony — Sponsored by Keith’s Cacao
It’s an elemental universe. We are elemental beings.
According to the mysteries of Neo-Tantra, the
elements contain secrets for living a pleasurable
and meaningful life. You’re invited to join me for a
beautiful rose petal cacao ceremony where we’ll
explore these secrets and discover what it means
to be elemental men, women and lovers. Jaya
Lakshmi & Ananda Yogiji join us with their divine
mantras and music. Singles & couples welcome.

DHARMA DEVI

DAVID NICHTERN

DAWN CARTWRIGHT

SAUL DAVID RAYE

RADHANATH SWAMI

FRI 3:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
Sensual Pleasure: Neo-Tantra Secrets
for Lovers
Neo-Tantra is a vast tradition of personal expansion
through sensual and sexual development.
Practices ignited in the body and expanded
through the heart. Sensual pleasure awakens
us to our relationship with the world and each
other through our senses. Join her for deep dive
into openness and receptivity. Learn new ways to
sharpen your senses and fall deeply in love. Jaya
Lakshmi & Ananda Yogiji join us with their divine
mantras and music. Singles & couples welcome.
SAT 11:00am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Women’s Sacred Sexuality
Since ancient times women have gathered
together to dream mystical dreams, share wisdom
and renew sexual power. Sisters, it is time to gather
together again. You’ll explore the secrets of the
cosmos through the gateway of your womb and
emerging refreshed, renewed and empowered by
all that’s been shared and witnessed. Your body,
heart and spirit will be soothed, revealing the
beauty and sweetness of your essential nature.

MICHAEL BRIAN BAKER

SACRED SONS

SUN 11:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
Sexual Pleasure: Neo-Tantra Secrets
for Lovers
Sexual pleasure is the weaving of love with the
natural erotic energy of the body. Sex, when a
solid loving foundation is created, connects us to
the Sringara sentiment, a fire that burns in every
heart. A flame that is awakened by the energy
of life, sexual energy. Learn Neo-Tantra practices
to awaken this fire and build loving foundations
for sexual expression. Jaya Lakshmi & Ananda
Yogiji join us with their divine mantras and music.
Singles & couples welcome.
SHARANAM
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BIANCA AND MICHAEL ALEXANDER

DAVID NICHTERN
THU 3:00pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Creativity, Spirituality & Making a Buck
Clarify Your Vision - Find Your Heaven

GREG FRIEDMAN
THU 5pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Plant Medicine
Native American Medicine Wheel (PT1)

FRI 9:00am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Creativity, Spirituality & Making a Buck
Making it Real - Joining Heaven & Earth

FRI 3pm MENS SACRED SPACE
Men in Spirituality

DHARMA DEVI
THU 11am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Embracing the Sacred Feminine
What we have come to believe about ourselves as
women that is false and blocking us from living fully.
Through the power of our most precious resource—
our own breath—we liberate our emotional bodies.

ZOË KORS

FRI 11:30am WORKSHOP HALL 1
Remembering Our True Purpose
Let the Breath open you to remember why you
came here, what is your inner calling, and what is
holding you back from sharing your precious gifts.
Clear obstacles & illusions about what you believe
about yourself that is no longer serving you.
SUN, 3:30pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
The Healing Power of Forgiveness
Forgiveness is the master erase. Through the ancient
power of breath & forgiveness, all things can be
healed, & we are renewed & restored. This profound
workshop uses Clarity Breathwork & the ancient
wisdom of letting go. Open to the life you were
meant to experience. Your magnificence awaits you.
PONANGUÍ

MONIKA NATARAJ

VISVAMBHAR SHETH

DR MANOJ CHALAM
SAT 11:30am WORKSHOP HALL 1
Secret Symbolisms of Ganesh, Shiva, Lakshmi &
other deities in our Hero’s Journey
Using statues, philosophy and spiritual stand up
comedy, Manoj will relate Hindu and Buddhist
deities to archetypes within us. Uncover their
secret symbolisms. Manoj will help find your
archetype/personal deity/Ishtadevata.
GINA SALA
FRI 11am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Sarva Shakti-Integration and Renewal
Relax in liberating, heart-opening sound practices
that help us feel the bliss, embodiment and
integration. Long-term sound yogini/teacher Gina
Salá guides us into delicious, deep raga singing, inner
postures of Sanskrit mantra, community unity, and
elements of tantra in celebration of the goddess.
NINA RAO

ZAT BARAKA

GREG FRIEDMAN

FRI 5pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Plant Medicine
Native American Medicine Wheel (PT2)
GOVIND DAS
SAT 11am MENS SACRED SPACE
Now is the time to embody our divine masculine,
to unwind fears, release anger, connect to higher
purpose and share love with the planet. Come
join this inspiring gathering of satsang, kirtan and
uplifting dharmic dialogue.
LISA GNIADY
THU 9am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Light Code Activation and Transmission
LARISA STOW
FRI 1pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
The Transformational Power of Play-Nurturing
Your Wild Woman Medicine
In this workshop we will utilize mantra, movement
and partner exercises to explore the wonder, mystery
and magic of Ganesha, our root chakra, which when
activated unleashes our wild, ecstatic Shakti!
DR. LINGAM
THURS 3:45pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
Mind Body Detox Presented by Dr Lingam
Purity Karma Detox for the Mind, Body & Beauty
Purity karma detox goes beyond the traditional
Pancha Karma or any other cleansing programs and
focuses on comprehensive cleansing of the physical
body and the mind. The Purity Karma Detox
program was developed and tested by Dr Lingam.
The Detox program performs the ultimate detox of
the cells and the organs of the body and helps to to
release stress and attain happiness. Followed by a
special 20-minute meditation to let go of your past.
JAI DEV SINGH
SAT 11am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Majestic Presence: A Kundalini Yoga Activation
There is a certain type of royalty not dependent
on the bloodline—a royalty transmitted through
awakened consciousness. There is a radiance that
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transcends the confines of the physical body. It
emanates via the energy in the spine and heart.
SUN 9am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Joy of the Infinite: Experiencing Deathlessness
When you lift the life-force in the body so that it
nurtures the higher glands, you unlock a wellspring
of energy. It is an alchemy that causes the mind to
look through the lens of heightened awareness.
You fall deeply in love with what you truly are.
This is the infinite well in which true confidence
and beauty are born. A glow beams from the eyes,
brightness emanates through the presence and a
divine warmth emerges in the heart.
JOHN SMRTIC
FRI 1pm MENS SACRED SPACE
The Rise of the New Way
A open-hearted discussion tailored for this
special Men’s Tent gathering of going beyond the
present cultural myth of “how it is” to birth the
New Way upon precious Earth Mother.
JOHANNA BEEKMAN
THU 1pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Free Your Soul’s Voice Playshop for Women
This workshop is an upbeat, playful exploration
designed to empower women to discover their
authentic voices in a safe container for expression
and transformation. Ceate and explore lighthearted chants and harmonies just for the joy and
freedom of it. No previous singing or chanting
experience is necessary.
JOY LEVINE
FRI SAT SUN 7am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Meditation with Joy
Open your heart and turn back the clock. Joy Levine
is a meditation and yoga teacher from Thailand
in Buddhism and in the quantum approach. As a
Supermodel, TV host, actress, and with 20 years in
the wellness industry, Joy would like to invite women
to join her in this special meditation to open their
heart, to look and feel beautiful now!
JOSIE KEYS
THU FRI SUN 8am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Tantric Belly Dance Workshop
Tantric Belly Dance unlocks the mystery and
awakens the Divine Feminine within. Activates
your sensuality and immerse in your own
feminine life force. Transform into your goddessself in a beautiful container of dancing women.

KAVITA KAT MACMILLAN
SUN 3pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Open Your Voice ~ Open Your Heart!
Through exercises, movement, chanting, connecting
and support, unpack stories and energetics that hold
you back from singing freely. This process allows for
the softening of the self critic and an opening of the
path to authentic vocal expression.
MAGGIE TAURICK & DIANA EGIZI
SUN 3:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 3
Awakened Heart Music Cacao + Kirtan
Sponsored by Keith’s Cacao
Join sacred sound and cacao devotees Maggie
Taurick and Diana Egizi for a nourishing, heartexpansive journey of chocolate and chanting!
We’ll synchronize our hearts and weave our
voices, coming into full presence as we dive into
our Bhakti-filled weekend. Optional ceremonial
cacao will be served.
MAS VIDAL
SUN 11am MENS SACRED SPACE
Learn what the epic text the Ramayana can teach
us about turning emotion into devotion.
SUN 1pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Ayurveda for living an evolutionary life. Principles,
wisdom, and techniques for balanced wellness.
FRI SAT SUN 7am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Vedantic Meditation with Mas Vidal
Experience the essence of Vedantic meditation,
mantra, pranayama, and prayer. Important message
for all participants: 1) Arrive on time 2) Bring your
own props 3) Turn off your cell phones
MARK WHITWELL
FRI 11am MENS SACRED SPACE
A student of Krishnamacharya, “the teacher of
the teachers,” Mark shares the principles from
the Great Tradition to ensure your yoga is entirely
your own—efficient, powerful and safe.
MICHAEL BRIAN BAKER
Arrive 15 minutes early as we will fill to capacity.
THU 5:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
Bold New Frontiers in Heart Based Awakenings
11th Anniversary Celebration - One of Bhakti Fest’s
most sought after workshops. Bonus offering
added! An exploration of unity through the 6th
method of awakening. Please arrive early as

session will begin at listed start time. No experience
necessary, all belief systems welcome.
FRI 5:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
The Unveiling
Following years of study of Vedic teachings,
the most profound remedies experienced under
the instruction of a realized master are rarely
accomplished. Experience the deep feeling of
what occurs within the energetic body after it
has been well prepared for awakening.
SAT 5:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
The Anatomy of Awakening
Contained within each of our physical bodies is a
vascular system that is non-ductory, yet responsible
for the entire experience of our individual somatic
energy body. Come to know yourself with emotional
intelligence and map unconscious obstructions.
SUN 5:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
The Science and Mysticism
The bio-plasmic field which connects all
consciousness is directly conjoined to each
human being through a nerve network called
“the nadis” which translates to channels, stream
or flow. Ignite this field for clearing, creating,
connection and develop a gentle home practice.
MIRABAI DEVI
SAT 3:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
SUN 1:30pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
The Miracles of Divine Light Healing
MONIKA NATARAJ
THURS 3pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Sensual Shakti Activation
Ignite your feminine sensuality and tap into
the wisdom of the womb as a path of sacred
transformation. Through ritual, Mystical Dance®
and tantric inquiry, we awaken and embody our
wild, juicy and sublime Shakti. This experiential
playshop invokes Tripura Sundari also known as
Lalita Devi.
FRI 9:15am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Lakshmi Ritual
Lakshmi is the Goddess of beauty, prosperity,
abundance and generosity. She bestows on us
the ability to manifest our deepest desires and
guides us on grounding our spiritual aspirations
into this world. In this unique ceremony, we
invoke Lakshmi through movement, magic and
meditation.

KEITH WILSON
SAT 3pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
The Chocolate Shaman, Cacao Ceremony
Join Keith Wilson, the man affectionately called
“The Chocolate Shaman,” who reintroduced
Ceremonial Cacao to the modern world, for a
journey into your magical self! Together we will
dive deep into the plant medicine our modern
world never understood: Pure Ceremonial Grade
Cacao. In partnership with the Cacao Spirit, Keith
will lead us to remember the magic and healing
power alive in us all.
NINA RAO
FRI SAT SUN 8am WORKSHOP HALL 1
Hanuman Chalisa Chant
This an opportunity to dive deep into this
40-verse prayer in praise of Hanuman, together
as a group. The prayer is from the Indian tradition
with Hanuman invoked as the very breath of the
Divine. It is believed that chanting this prayer
gives us the strength to get through difficult
times with compassion and grace. We will read
through the prayer to review pronunciation and
translation, and chant the prayer together an
auspicious number of repetitions. Word sheets
will be provided. Beginners welcome.
PREMA MANDALI
SUN 11:30am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Sponsored by Keith’s Cacao
Ceremonial Cacao has been used as a sacred plant
medicine elixir since 1400 BC. It grounds us in our
heart and allows us to embody Expansion, Oneness,
and Remembrance of the Divine within and in All.
We will open our hearts even further, guided by
sacred Mantras and some Mexican invocations that
honor and praise the Earth Goddess, Bhumi Devi.
PANDIT ACHALA ARJUNA
SAT 3PM WORKSHOP HALL 2
Sex, Love and Yoga
Our relationship with sexuality, with our bodies
and our vital aspects of life has always been
influenced or contracted by a belief system that
many times makes us relate to this aspects of
life as sins, limitations or makes us see them as
obstacles within the path. In this workshops,
Cintāmani and P. Achala-Arjuna will share
experiences and knowledge on Yoga, Tantra and
Ancient Wisdom to open our heart, minds and
bodies to a deeper understanding on sexuality,
love and the genuine tradition of Yoga.
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SAT 5:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Pranayama, to serenity through the practice
of Yoga.
PAUL HEUSSENSTAMM
THU 3:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
The practice of painting is healing and meditative.
No experience is necessary as we transform our
everyday consciousness into the inner artist that
lives in each of us. Open the possibility that you are
an artist, and that the artist path is one of joy, insight,
and awareness that reveals many of the deep inner
patterns that connect you with your soul.
PREMA HARA
SAT 11:30am WORKSHOP HALL 3
The Power Beyond
Transcendental vibrations - heart cleansing awakening - divine relationship - the essence
of life, Just a few words of what we are going
to explore in this glimpse of time, with focus on
the teachings of the millennium old VaishnavaBhakti lineage. Keshavacharya has studied the
Vaishnava-Bhakti lineage for the last 3 decades,
living as a monk for almost 20 years in Ashram’s
and temples, focusing his life on this wonderful
teachings of devotion.
PORANGUI
FRI 9:30am WORKSHOP HALL 1
Dance.Sing.Play Workshop
Rediscover the first and most complex instrument
known to humankind: your self! Together we will
explore where body percussion, voice and Spirit
meet in a polyrhythmic dance.
RADHANATH SWAMI
THU 1:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
FRI, 11am WORKSHOP HALL 2
SAT 1:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
Through near-death encounters, apprenticeships
with advanced yogis, and years of travel along
the pilgrim’s path, Radhanath Swami eventually
reaches the inner sanctum of India’s mystic
culture and finds the love he has been seeking.
It is a tale told with rare candor, immersing the
reader in a journey that is at once engaging,
humorous and heartwarming.

Chill Yoga
Music 2:

RADHA
SAT 1pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Mother Shakti Sacred Song Circle
An intimate journey into the heart of mantra,
music, and heartfelt dialogue in the spirit of
welcoming the energy of Divine Mother Goddess
deeper into our lives. We will recognize and share
our personal insights in relation to the power and
importance of expressing the feminine spirit in
modern times.

Power Asana
Dub & Reggae
Beats

Kirtan:

RAMANA
FRI 1:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
SAT 9:30am WORKSHOP HALL 1
Ramana, a Transpersonal Psychotherapist and direct
disciple of Indian Master Papaji. Ramana will, stepby-step, take you to your own Radical Awakening
and opening to the Heart of Consciousness.

The Bhakti Yoga
of Chanting
Mantras

ROB LUNDSGAARD
THU 3pm MENS SACRED SPACE
Hanuman, Lakshman and Jambavan: Teachings
of Divine Brotherhood from the Ramayana.
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TROY CASEY
THU 1pm MENS SACRED SPACE
Dream-Purpose-Legacy
Man needs purpose! “where there is no vision the
people perish” men will walk away with a clear
direction for their lives from their heart’s desire. We
will ground it in with an intense pranayama session.
SUN 9:30am WORKSHOP HALL 3
The 9 pillars of health, the 7 factors of stress that
destroy health, 5 detoxification path ways that
restore health and the key to IMMORTALITY!
SACRED SONS

THU FRI SAT SUN 5pm MENS SACRED SPACE

Co-stewarding the return of the father archetype to
this planet through gatherings, circles, and training.
SAUL DAVID RAYE
SAT 3pm MENS SACRED SPACE
Courage & Vulnerability: Being Present with All
That is Arising
SHARANAM
FRI SAT SUN,10:30am SOUTH STAGE
A yoga practitioner, leader of meditation. and
philosophy since 1973. A long-time musician
playing and singing Indian style music, selfaccompanied on the Electric Dulcimer.

Good For
Feeling Good.
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WORKSHOPS
SITA DEVI DASI
THU 1pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Attitude of Gratitude
Learn about this deep spiritual principle of
gratitude which has the power to transform your
life. A heart filled with gratitude can attract the
heart of God. Its the only way to bring positivity
and abundance in your life.
SUN 9:30am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Urban Devis inspired by Vedic Devis.
Stories of Powerful Vedic women and their
relevance in facing issues that women face today.
Discussion, questions and answers. Come share
your stories.
SUN 5pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Change your Mind
This seminar equips you with positivity and
power to face life challenges just by unleashing
the power of the mind. Based on the pure
teachings of Bhagawad Gita.
SAM GEPPI
SAT 9:30am WORKSHOP HALL 3
Vedic Astrology
Vedic astrologer Sam Geppi will explore themes
from his latest book “Yoga and Vedic Astrology”.
These themes include an overview of Vedic
Cosmology and frameworks common to both
Yoga and Vedic astrology, including Karma,
the Yugas, the Chakras, the sacred number 108
and a lot more. We will also discuss the current
astrological shifts we need to pay attention to
this year and into 2020.
SIANNA SHERMAN
FRI 3pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
RITUAL Yogini & Priestess
Embodied Wisdom
Gather in sisterhood, drink from the inner well,
and connect with the wisdom of the Goddess.
Listen to Her Stories, embrace the heroine’s
journey and sing the holy songs. This is a Shakti
pilgrimage of the gentle and fierce feminine
energies within every woman. Sianna will share
stories from the Yogini & Priestess traditions. In
this sacred ritual space, you are invited to release,
let go, rest in vulnerability and trust in your
embodied wisdom.

SRIDHAR
THU 11am MENS SACRED SPACE
Navigating This Lousy Life: Stop the Bullshit
We often confuse our practice with the pursuit
of spirituality. Our ego craves accomplishment,
advancement, and recognition. Our spiritual
self has no interest in such things. Sridhar (the
founder of Bhakti Fest) has spent a lifetime
navigating life as a human on the spiritual path
and has many stories to tell and much wisdom to
share on the importance of keeping it real.
SWAHA RON & TISON
SAT 1:30pm WORKSHOP HALL 3
Experience Healing & Alchemy
Participants will experience the “Law of Grace”
hands–on healing. “The Law of Grace” supersedes
the Law of Karma. Karma brings the unresolved
emotional issues into the present. The “Law of
Grace” dissolves places attracting karmic energy
and removes toxic emotions.
SYAMARANI
SAT, 9:30am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Empowerment in Bhakti is Empowerment of
women: By developing spiritually we transcend
bodily designations and develop on the platform of
the soul. Her Grace Srimati Syamarani Dasi, a master
bhakti-yogi, whose path began in 1966 upon meeting
her Guru, Srila Bhaktivedanta Svami Prabhupada,
will lead this sweet women’s discussion.
SUN 9:30am WORKSHOP HALL 1
This loving seminar is all about Harmony in all of
our relationships. Her Grace Srimati Syamarani
dasi, last year’s Spiritual Humanitarian recipient
will lead us in a seminar of exciting histories of how
Krsna and His incarnations and devotees exhibit
the conduct of Harmony. Practical guidelines for
how we can easily imbibe this conduct and mood.
TOMMY ROSEN
SUN 1pm MENS SACRED SPACE
Ending the Inner War of Resistance
Think about the attempts you have made to
change a behavior that no longer served you.
One part of you really wanted the change.
Another part was fighting to keep things the
same. This is resistance. It is an exhausting tug of
war that most people deal with everyday. Come
to this class and experience the end of that inner
war of resistance. Kriya, pranayama, meditation
and chanting will be our allies.

VISVAMBHAR SHETH & FRIENDS
SUN 1pm WORKSHOP HALL 1
Workshop Title Here
An internationally recognized kirtan-singer
and inspirational speaker, Vish has a lifelong
connection to India and its culture. He began
leading kirtan when he was five years old, and is
a master of the Mridanga drum. Vish has a rare
capacity to invoke and transmit the essence of
kirtan. He is the lead singer of the The Mayapuris,
a headlining kirtan group that has rocked stages
worldwide. He is also a performer and recording
artist with World-beat ensemble, The Hanumen.
Vish is a multi-instrumentalist, playing guitar,
harmonium, bansuri flute, sitar, cajon, and bass. In
this capacity, he accompanies other kirtan singer,
like kirtan pioneer Jai Uttal or Gaura Vani. Vish
holds a B.A. in Religion from University of Florida.
He lives in FL with his wife and two children.
ZAT BARAKA
SAT 9am WORKSHOP HALL 2
Co-ed Conscious Sex and Relationship
Communication of the Feminine and Masculine
(singles or couples). Through practice, we will
explore how embodiment can help to create the
juicy and conscious relationship you long for.
Men will learn to receive feedback and women
will practice communicating from a place of
power and flow.
SAT 1pm MENS SACRED SPACE
The Deep Masculine
We explore and practice in the deep masculine
and gain insights into being an authentically
empowered man. Access your healthy masculine
power through practices that create more true
confidence, clarify your masculine essence so
you can better offer your gifts to the world.
SUN 3pm MENS SACRED SPACE
The Fierce Lover
In the safety and power of brotherhood will
explore relational practices that open your body
and heart, move past the fear of criticism and use
vulnerability as a source of power. Learn how to
be an expression of love through the power of
masculine presence.

ZOË KORS
THU 11:15am WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Radical Intimacy for Women
We can meet each other only to the extent that
we can meet ourselves. It’s essential that we
cultivate an intimate relationship with ourselves
In the supportive space of sisterhood, learn and
practice tools for intimacy with yourself on a
physical, emotional, and energetic level. This
is a safe space. All who Identify as women are
welcome.
FRI 1pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Radical Intimacy: Safety, Trust, and Consent
You can’t stir your soul without baring it first.
Deep, delicious, tender, expansive, ecstatic
connection nourishes us on every level. We long
to be seen. How do we take care of ourselves in
the face of such vulnerability and also honor our
partners’ needs and boundaries? Come explore
truths and tools for cultivating safety, trust, and
how to ask for, give, decline, or revoke consent.
Singles and couples welcome.
SAT 1pm WORKSHOP HALL 2
Radical Intimacy: Your Sexual Superpower
We deserve to be fully actualized in our sexual
expression, to feel free and embodied in our own
energy, to feel confident in our ability to pleasure
our partners and blow their minds with our mad
skills in the bedroom. TRUTH BOMB: Your sexual
superpower is something you were born with and
can access in a nanosecond. Come explore in this
safe and playful space and unlease your power!
Singles and couples welcome.
SUN 11:30pm WOMENS SACRED SPACE
Sunday Sacred Sisterhood Shizzle
Sit in the sweetness of sisterhood to share,
witness, and hold each other in truth. Savor
the final hours of the weekend and prepare for
transition back to daily life. with a River Rock
Release Ritual. This is a safe space. All who
Identify as women are welcome.

9AM-9PM DAILY

THE BHAKTI FEST HEALING SANCTUARY Sponsored By Desert Essence creates the most divine
experience in transformation and relaxation. You’re on site healing staff consists of some of the most
experienced and professional practitioners from around the world. You can book appointments with all
of our healers at our booth near the North Stage. We recommend booking as early as possible as most
of our practitioners will book out by the end of the festival.

DR. WENDY PUCHALSKI is a chiropractor,
holistic practitioner and certified applied
kinesiologist specializing in Neuro-Emotional
Technique (N.E.T.). During treatment Dr.
Wendy finds areas of misalignment and
energy blockage while addressing four
critical components to your health: structural
impingements, chemical imbalances, emotional
blocks, and energy (Qi) stagnation.
RACHEL LYN DURGA is an advocate for selfempowerment rituals and alignment with the
divine feminine. She offers healing sessions to
ground and nurture with roots in Ayurvedic
integrative bodywork, energy medicine and
spiritual alignment.
RIVKA LEAH JADE specializes in Clinical
Orthopaedic Massage & Intuitive Energy Work,
Naturopathy, Trauma Healing & Emotional Release,
Life & Relationship Coaching, & Spiritual Guidance.
JULEANN sees angels and Divine souls with her
eyes open. A soul session works at the root level
to purify & strengthen chakras, clear karmas,
heal hurt/stress/traumas/body pain/heartbreak,
awaken spiritual abilities.
DAN NAZARIAN distills the best parts of a
kaleidoscopic array of modalities into sessions that
are unique, effective, and extremely enjoyable. In
the last ten years he has studied western modalities
like Swedish, Deep Tissue and Trigger Point
Release. Dan also incorporates Eastern Modalities
like Thai and Shiatsu with a touch of Reiki.
BILL WICKS is Inspired with a desire to heal
deep wounds and reduce stress in all beings.
Bill changed his direction of healing with
Chinese Herbs and Homeopathy, to hands-on
Reflexology treatments and found Reflexology
to be a key healing modality by focusing on the
reflex points on your feet.

Daily

SHAMROCK HOLTZ is offering his individual
energetic healing, breath and bodywork
sessions. Shamrock is NCBTMB certified and
has been practicing the healing arts for 20 years.
He supports the clearing and grounding of the
nervous system, while activating the life force
and aids in the anchoring of the light body into
the physical body.

Spiritual Nourishment

More than 92 years in publication
as the leading-edge New Thought
magazine in the country

KARIN PINE is an expert “pain tracker,” Karin has
spent many years developing extraordinary skills
as a Master Bodyworker. She is particularly adept
at identifying and freeing restrictions in her clients’
bodies. UnDoing Bodywork is deep, slow and
soothing while releasing fascial restrictions that
prevent you from doing the things you love to do.

Just $9.95 a year digital
Free e-newsletter twice a month
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DR. BETH COOPER is known for alleviating pain
through body and energy work. She is a holistic
health practitioner as well as a licensed massage
therapist and reiki master whose clients report
amazing relief.
JULIANA SCOGGINS is a master bodyworker.
She specializes in integrative massage, swedish
massage, deep tissue, Ayurvedic, prenatal, table
thai, Lomi Lomi, acupressure as well as essential
oil treatments.
LEN WATSON graduated from The Florida
School of Massage in 1979 and have since taught
massage for the American Massage and Therapy
Association. He has been very involved with Yoga
and Nutrition for the last 38 years and treats areas
most therapists do not touch or treat. Len knows
the body like an experienced Yogi.
ANAHITA KING, Ayurvedic Practitioner. Learn to
live in harmony with your individual constitution
via an informative and thorough Ayurvedic
diet and lifestyle consultation. Anahita uses the
classical examination methods of Ayurveda to
uncover the root causes of your discomfort.
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DR. DAVID DANNELS is a licensed and board
certified Chiropractor. He utilizes active breathing,
passive postural release and universal realignment
to assist us in becoming more aware of our
*self*. The release he helps to facilitate can be
euphoric and gives us the potential for a fresh and
enlightened perspective on life.

ALEXANDER SHARONE Therapeutic Deep
Tissue, Myofascial Release & Craniosacral
Unwinding. Alexander listens deeply to your
body’s innate wisdom with a keen awareness of
postural alignment, drawing upon his extensive
training in structural integration and alignmentoriented therapies.
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GIVING
A PORTION OF PROCEEDS FROM BHAKTI FEST GO TO THE FOLLOWING CAUSES:

FOOD FOR LIFE
Invest in me. Send me to school. I will change the world!
Food for Life Vrindavan is a humanitarian association officially recognized by the Indian
government. For the last ten years, Food for Life Vrindavan has worked in the poorest
villages in the Vrindavan area (120 Km south of New Delhi). www.ffl.org

LOVE SERVE REMEMBER FOUNDATION
A foundation supporting the teachings of Ram Dass and Neem Keroli Baba.
The Love Serve Remember Foundation is dedicated to preserve and continue the
teachings of Neem Karoli Baba and Ram Dass. The foundation facilitates the continuation
of these teachings through Web casts, Private Heart 2 Hearts with Ram Dass, online
courses and e-books, Words of Wisdom, a vast Media Library, and a Social Network all
available on www.ramdass/love-serve-remember-foundation.org.

RAMANA’S GARDEN
Offering Assistance Programs to Children and their Families
Dr Prabhavati Dwabha is the director of a small grassroots Rural Development
Assistance Project dedicated to the Empowerment of Women and Children living in
remote mountains, below poverty-lines, in the villages of the Garhwal, Uttaranchal, India.
Say Yes Now has been working in this area for the last 12 years and is happy to have
provided assistance to more than 1,800 children in 68 villages and medical assistance to
the entire village communities of 12,000. www.friendsramanasgarden.org

SEVA FOUNDATION
Your Compassion Can Change the World
For 30 years, Seva Foundation has served people around the world who are struggling
for health, cultural survival and sustainable communities. The projects evolve, but their
approach is always the same — building partnerships that respect the cultures and
traditional wisdom of the people their serve, and focusing on solutions that can be
sustained by local communities. www.seva.org

IN GRATITUDE
SRIDHAR SILBERFEIN
Founder/Executive Producer

AMY DEWHURST
Consulting Producer

BELLA SILBERFEIN
Co-Producer

SHARANAM
Stage Manager/Construction Coordinator

GAIL SILVERMAN
Co-Producer/VP Sales & Marketing

MICHAEL THOMAS ROBINSON
Transportation

NANCY MONTES
Artist Relations Manager

DR. WENDY PUCHALSKI
Healing Sanctuary Coordinator

HANNA JOANNE KLAUSNER
Back-end Registration Manager

JONATHAN WEBER
Sound Production with Audiotek Sound

CHEYANNE SWEET
Greenroom & Hospitality Coordinator

MATTHEW HUFSCHMIDT
Sound Production

MONICA HEIM
Work Exchange Coordinator

THOMAS BUDDE
MERLIN RAMSEY
Stage Manager

LAURA PARRIS
TAYLOR ALLAN
On-site Registration Manager
HARIDASS KAUR KHALSA
Housing Coordinator
SHIVA BAUM
ASH KUMRA
FANTUZZI
MAURA HOFFMAN
HARMON CLARKE JR
Main Stage MC’s
KRISTINE VANDERPLAUS
EMILY AYLSWORTH
Yoga/Workshop Hall Coordinators
CHRISTINE ROLFE
Street Team Coordinator
PEACE GUARDIANS
LENA ARMSTRONG
Kids Land Coordinators
SHANE CHUNEPHISAL
Sound Temple Coordinator
RYAN POST
Operations
SUSAN VON SEGGERN
Public Relations

SHARE YOUR CARE
Let Not Humanity Suffer
Under the guidance and inspiration of His Holiness Radhanath Swami, a team headed by a
few doctors has been extending themselves to care for the needy in society. Would you like
to share your care with them? www.shareyourcare.org

FINN ANDERSON
ERIC ANDERSON
Build Team
AARON MOON
BRANDON MADRIGAL
Chef/Kitchen Manager
LILY MONTEMARANO
Parking Coordinator
KENNEDY CARR
Campground Manager
CHRISTIAN LAFAY
REBECCA BUELLER
PHILIP UMAPU
JAMES FERNANDO
LOUIS RODRIGUEZ
DAVE HOPKINS
GARRETT CONROY
Security
ALAINA HERNANDEZ
Green Team Coordinator
JASON REIM
Graphic Designer
Rebecca Gray
Website Designer

JESSICA SAETHANG
Assistant Production

SRIVAS PERLA
ALAN ALCID
ALEXANDRA PERRY
CHRISTINE TORIGIAN
ROSS ALLEN
SANDRA GOODIN
MARK MELNICK
TODD SANCHIONI
Photographers/Videographers

JAYSON VALENCIA
Vendor Coordinator/Art Installations

KEN SCHWENKER
Co-Founder

EMILY KIRLEY
Social Media
SHELLY HARTMAN
Newsletter Coordinator

SPONSORS

VENDORS
GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

MEDIA PARTNERS

PRODUCT DONORS

Bitchin Sauces • Beyond Meat • Eden Foods • Fire Cider • Follow Your Heart
Health Force Nutritionals • Justins • Kuli Kuli • La Croix • Lotus Foods • Lundberg
Organic India • Primal Kitchen • Simple Mills • So Good So You
Traditional Medicinals • Turveda • Teecino/Teechia

NORTH STAGE
Anu Alchemy
Bazaar Boutique
Better Booch
Festival Universe
Gypsy Jenny
Health Force Nutritionals
Hot Chakras
Hylunia Wellness
Kala Imports
Katmandhu
Mandalas.com
Mystic Earth Gems
Namaslay
Old Delhi
Queen of Hearts
Rana Nadar
Shakina Goddess Gear
Simply Sitting
Sinns Art
Sunkara
Unique Arts
White Swan
Yoga Styles
SOUTH STAGE
Amiga Yoga
aTana
Blonde Peacock
Chai Lounge
Clareia
Devala
Dynamic Restructuring
Happy Bohemian
Keiths Cacao
Kuli Tribe
Kuli Kuli
Mediseat
Minds Eye Way
Mojave Moon
Om Botanicals
Palm Springs Vitamin
Injections
Sarvana
Taspen
Warrior Within
Wolven Threads
Zeba Designs (Adi Pirzada)

FOOD
Asana Foods
Bite Bowls
Black to Life
Buddy Pops
Erva Brew Co.
Indian Gourmet
Le Vie Wellness in a Bottle
Lydias
Raw Revelations
SuperFood Lounge
Pie for the People
Veg Box
YOGA HALL 1
Cayo Fitness
Doterra
IMBODHI
Jacinta Slaymaker
Mantras & Mud
Moringa Light
Namastay Yoga Bags
Neoclassics
Siddha Labs
Soul of Yoga
Spiritual Warriors
Tamra Copper
YOGA HALL 2
Allies Earth Magic
Andrea Fast Artworks
Artifacts by Magi
BeFit Brasil
Brighter Living Organics
Colibri Healing
Crystal Longe
Daughters of the Forest
Lalala Jivamukti
Love
Pi Yoga Pants
Wildlife Herbs

WORKSHOP HALL 1
Mas Vidal
the Give shirt Company
HeartsForLove.com
More Rockin
Sacred Sounds
Alchemy
Smile for Humanity
Urban Confessional
WORKSHOP HALLS
Bijou Mermaid
Celestial Sisters
Indian Vedic
Infinite Godess
Iridology & Herbal
Cleansing
Lisa Gniady, Marcia
Canestrano and Lisa
Nomikos Intuitives
Luscious International
Om Herbal
Si Sono
The Healing Rose
Vedic Arts & Science
Zada
NON-PROFITS
Bhakti Art
Govardhan Eco Village
Iskon Laguna Beach
Neem Karoli Baba Ashram
Share International
Yogis Unite
KIDS LAND
Child & Nature Cooperative
Games - Kids
Good Luck Yogi
ROAMING
The Body Lever

